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CYBERWAR IS ON THE RADAR

- NY Times Op-ed
- Conference on Cyber Warfare in Estonia
- US Cybercommand
- “Gh0stNet”
THE PLAYERS

• Russia vs. Georgia
• Russia vs. Estonia
• N. Korea vs. S. Korea & US
• Twitter vs. Iran
• China vs. China
• China vs. The World?
94 pct of netizens support China's establishment of cyber command

A survey by Huanqiu.com shows that the majority of Chinese netizens support China's establishment of a cyber command.
TOPIC 1

Reality Check
TOPIC 2

Who is it?
TOPIC 3

What’s next?
TOPIC 4

What's to be done?
LINKS

• The Dark Visitor www.thedarkvisitor.com
• Infowar monitor http://infowar-monitor.net
• UK Information War Site http://www.iwar.org.uk/iwar/
• Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence http://www.cccdcoe.org
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